Amazing Content, Engaging Lessons
And Simple Classroom Controls

Using technology in a busy classroom isn’t always as easy as it should be. The ClassVR Portal provides the simple-to-use tools needed to ensure this affordable, engaging and immersive technology can deliver an exciting and reliable experience for you and your students. See what’s included below.

HUNDREDS OF VR EXPERIENCES & LESSON PLANS
Included in the portal are hundreds of curriculum aligned VR resources, along with structured lesson plans and helpful teaching tips to help spark your students’ imagination.

REAL-TIME CLASSROOM & DEVICE CONTROLS
Small thumbnails, depicting each student’s headset ‘point of view’ (POV), are displayed on the portal, allowing you to instantly see if they are all focused in the right place.

AUGMENTED REALITY AND 3D MODELS
ClassVR supports Augmented Reality and 3D resources, allowing students to interact and really engage with exciting 3D objects. Explore blood cells, historical artefacts, or planets as if you actually had them in your hand.

BUILD, SAVE & SHARE YOUR OWN LESSON COLLECTIONS
Using our intuitive drag and drop functionality, you can easily create custom resource ‘playlists’ within seconds, ready for you to deliver to your class in one easy click.

SEQUENCE AND DELIVER EXPERIENCES SIMULTANEOUSLY
ClassVR portal allows you to deliver a playlist of resources to multiple headsets simultaneously. Using simple ‘play’ and ‘pause’ controls gives you overall control.

MONITOR AND VIEW STUDENT ACTIVITY
Using innovative head tracking software allows you to have a full view of exactly where each student is looking and guide them to points of interest.

CREATE AND UPLOAD YOUR OWN CONTENT
Import your own 360 degree photos, videos and even 3D objects. Have your students create their own resources, then upload and distribute them to other students to view.

GREAT PARTNER CONTENT
Access other amazing AR & VR content from leading content publishers, right from the portal. We make it easy for you to use external content and deliver it straight to your student’s headsets, in just a few clicks.

ALSO INCLUDES
- On-going Software Updates
- Dedicated Educational Support
- Online Tutorials and Videos
- Monthly VR/AR Content Updates
- 100Gb Class Cloud Storage
- Regular Feature Updates

PowerUpEDU is a solutions provider focused on making a difference in education. For more information and to see the ClassVR portal in action, contact PowerUpEDU at 888.517.3824 or sales@powerupedu.com